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I highly recommend The Kitchen Source. Our kitchen remodel is beautiful! It is a fantastic update to our home, and I feel 10 years younger in my new kitchen! What a deal!

I worked with Lane Taylor at The Kitchen Source. Lane and my designer, Suzy Kaye, were a fabulous team.  Lane is a talented designer, smart and fun. The customer service she provided during every phase of our kitchen remodel was exceptional. Her attention to every detail ensured the kitchen remodel went smoothly, was finished on time, and that the finished product met all of my expectations.

Mari Sullivan




From the initial contact with my designer, Elizabeth, to the final checklist, I couldn't have been happier. The Kitchen Source team is wonderful to work with, the project came in on time and on budget, and the result is gorgeous.

Deborah Lonergan




My experience with Kitchen Source was outstanding.  I live in the country outside of Fort Worth, TX.  Have a unique house in my mind.  And had very limited space in my very dated kitchen, needing total replacement.  With resources limited in my community, decided to take this project to Kitchen Source in Fort Worth.
The designers were very knowledgeable and easy to work with, left out no details, and came up with a stunning plan.  The installers responsible for implementing the plan did so with minimal interruption to my home and life and did a fabulous job.  The site supervisor visited on a regular basis and ensured every last detail was perfect.

Ginger Paddack
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CONTACT US
DALLAS
1544 Slocum St,
DALLAS, TEXAS 75207
CALL: 214.741.1912

FORT WORTH
3116 W 6th St, 
Fort Worth, TEXAS 76107
CALL: 817.731.4299

SOUTHLAKE
2356 E State Highway 114, Southlake, TEXAS 76092
CALL: 817.857.4001

AUSTIN
8410 ANDERSON MIILL RD
AUSTIN, TX 78729
CALL:512.382.1111
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